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Are you tired of all the fighting? Check out this book!This is a book for all the people who are

ready to see the good in others, good in the world and good in themselves.On August 5, 2015 I

took a surprise visit to the cardiac wing of Bethesda North Hospital in Cincinnati. I suffered

what was labeled a "small" heart attack. I remember thinking "if this is small I'd hate to see

medium."Per the advice of my Doctor I changed my diet, started exercising more and decided

to work on controlling stress. This book is about the stress control part of my change: For the

past four years I have written a daily list: Great things that happened today. Each day I

celebrate the great things that happened. Since I started this journey I've met some fascinating

people, discovered new recipes and celebrated life. My goal is to share the celebration with you

and start a "Great Things" movement.We can do it, because great things happen all around us

and they happen every day.UPDATE NOVEMBER 2020: Effective immediately $1 for each

book sold will go to helping children in El Milagro Peru. See also the pictures on my author

page.

About the AuthorGuy Kettelhack is an analyst in training at the Boston and New York Centers

for Modern Psychoanalytic Studies. He has written seven books on recovery. He lives in New

York City.
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GREAT THINGS HAPPEN EVERY DAYFinding joy with family, friends and banana

milkshakesPhil BarthText Copyright © 2019, Phil BarthAll rights reservedDEDICATIONTo my

wife Beth and my three sons Kenny, Joe and Tommy. Of many great things that have happened

to me in my life, you are the greatest.Speaking of my wife and one of my sons: Credit for the

cover photo goes to my wife Beth. The picture of our son Tommy was taken on vacation at Isle

of Palms in June 2017.ABOUT THE AUTHORPhil Barth has looked at the #greatthings in life

since 2016. He has recorded them on his account almost every day. His life is dramatically

better as a result of this simple practicePhil is an in demand keynote speaker. His programs

can be found at .This is Phil’s second book, the first being the international seller (no, I didn’t

accidentally leave out the word “best”… but it did sell a copy in Canada and one in Germany)

"Hard to Believeland", the story of what it’s like to grow up a fan of Cleveland based

professional sports. (Spoiler alert, that book is a little different from this one).Phil, his wife and

sons reside in the greater Cincinnati area.Phil is writing this section, and doesn’t like to talk

about himself in the third person.I’d love to hear from you:Facebook:EMail me at:

mailto:phil@philbarthspeaks.comACKNOWLEDGMENTSI have already acknowledged my wife

and family in the dedication. But without them the great things never happen, and the book

never happens.Michael Davis (Speaking CPR) is my speaking / storytelling coach. The larger

stories that are in this book, as well as the stories I tell in my speeches are better because of

what I’ve learned from him. (If they still suck, just think how bad they’d be if I hadn’t learned

from him).Greg Walker (the Big Dreamer) has inspired people worldwide. As a friend, fellow

speaker and fellow author you inspire me daily.My Facebook friends have given me constant

feedback on Great Things. I see people on the street and they tell me “I love hearing the great

things!” Without that feedback I don’t think I would have kept going. I love you all.Mom, dad and

my late grandma Tots - thanks for never putting limits on me. I never once heard “You can’t do

that!” from any of you. Not when it came to achieving goals (like writing books, winning speech

contests and more).Kenny and Joyce Craig (my father in law and mother in law) have been

responsible for a huge number of great things in this book and in my life (and Beth’s life).

Whether it was holidays, vacations, or just a conversation and beer by the pool.WHY AM I

WRITING THIS BOOK?GREAT FAMILY TRADITIONSTHE ANNUAL FAMILY VACATIONDAY

TRIPSSHOPPING - KOHL'S AND MOREDAY CAMPTHE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP OF

PUBLIC SPEAKINGSEA BASELET’S EAT!THE RECIPES!HUMORDAD JOKESPETSGREAT

MOMENTS, GREAT PEOPLEMISCELLANEOUS STORIESCONCLUSIONWHY AM I

WRITING THIS BOOK?On August 5, 2015 I took a surprise trip to the cardiac wing of

Bethesda North Hospital in Cincinnati. I suffered what was labeled a "small" heart attack. I

remember thinking "If this is small I'd hate to see medium."(Side note: if they labeled heart

attacks like Starbucks - tall, grande and venti - I think people could relate better. “You had a ‘tall’

heart attack.” “Yep, sounds about right…”)I then thought "This can't happen to me. I'm only 52

years old. There is no history of heart issues in my family. I'm not lean and trim, but I'm only ten

pounds (or so) overweight.“The timing is all wrong. Next week I'm supposed to speak at the

semi-finals of the World Championship of Public Speaking in Las Vegas!"None of that mattered

to my heart. On August 6, 2015, I received two stents. Two of my smaller arteries were blocked

(one 95% another 80%).The surgeon visited me in recovery. I don’t remember everything he

said, but I do remember two things clearly: “Whatever it is, it's not worth the stress (whatever

"it" is)” and..."You need to unplug for one week every three months".A week later I met my

cardiologist, Dr. Brooks Gerlinger. By the way, if you're in the Cincinnati area and ever need a



cardiologist I highly recommend him. Despite what you’re going to read next.Dr. Gerlinger said

“It was a small artery and we fixed it. But if you don’t want to come back, you need to cut back

on three things.”“First: Caffeine.”Wow did this one hurt. In December 2014 I got a Keurig for

Christmas. I used it to make a quick cup of coffee in the morning while the full pot was

brewing.“One cup of regular coffee per day. And No Starbucks.” He wasn’t done. “Second: Do

you drink?” (After losing my Starbucks? Yeah!)“You can have one to two small glasses of red

wine per day. But if you save them up during the week, on Saturday you get (pause) one to two

small glasses of red wine.”“Third: You need Less Stress.”With no Starbucks and a thimble of

Merlot? Right.“Stress can block arteries. Including the one we call the Widowmaker.”(Did you

know you have an artery named the Widowmaker? Even if you’re not married!)“Phil, Do you

know what happens if you have a blocked Widowmaker?”“I can guess”.“Right. You fail at your

goal of not dying.”I thought “Wine – okay. Coffee – I can try. But why do people keep talking

about stress? I don’t stress. I know people who stress about health – I don’t even think about

it!”That was a clue.“Stress? Come on. I’m killing it. I’ve got a job, scouts, church,

Toastmasters, travel, and teenagers. I don’t have time for stress! I just keep it all inside.” That

was really a clue.The clues were in front of me and I was ignoring them. But when Dr.

Gerlinger said “Widowmaker”, I listened. Especially when he said it in front of my wife.The rest

of 2015 was a fairly low stress time. I took the time needed to recover – including exercise

therapy - through early December. Christmas is always a low stress time with family.In January

I was back at work full time. I committed to one unplugged week every three months. Naturally,

I waited until the end of March to do it. The last week of March was our youngest son Tom’s

spring break. I took a week of vacation.We started “unplugged week” with a family trip to the

Cincinnati Zoo. At the end of the day I got on Facebook (I didn’t unplug from everything) and

listed the great things that happened on the day:Watched the gorillas at the zoo. Saw the new

baby cheetahs (also at the zoo). Had a picnic lunch in the car with Beth and Tommy - a little too

cold to do the picnic area.... Watched Tommy feed a giraffe. A nap in the hammock (it's still

indoors). Elliptical at the YMCA. Dinner at my in-laws - I provided the grilled chicken. The new

grilled chicken recipe (Coca Cola chicken) was a hit. Banana milkshakes before bed. Found a

new area rug for the family room online - free after Kohl's cash. %Æ%Æ%ÆThe next day I decided to try it

again: Went to the art museum with Beth and Tommy.Saw some great works of art. Also saw

some things that made me laugh out loud... Shrimp and grits for lunch. Mowed the grass -

lawnmower started no problem after a winter's rest. Taco night for dinner! Took a walk with Beth

after dinner. Found Tom a Chinese drawing set on Ebook Tops. %Æ%Æ%ÆOn the third day of vacation I

entered more great things: Shoulder therapy - I keep getting better range of motion. Shot some

baskets in the driveway - the therapy is working! Ran two miles.Tom came along with me on

the run and rode his scooter. La Rosa's for dinner - spaghetti and salad. Fixed the clogged

drains. Mowed more of the lawn. Got over 17,500 steps in for the third day in a row. Got the

cistern filter cleaned. Watched a Big Bang Theory rerun with the family. %Æ%Æ%ÆBy March 31 I decided

that I could to it for the whole week. I had the time off, so why not? 30 minutes on the

stationary bike tonight. The fact that I was able to catch my mistake on the prior item and not

have people thinking I was riding a bike made out of fancy paper. 30 minutes of Zig Ziglar's

Born to Win while I rode the bike. Our new inflatable solar powered camping lights arrived from

Ebook Tops%Æ%Æ%ÆOn Friday I had a thought: What if I kept going with the great things list? On work

days? On every day? Even work days? How long could I keep finding great things?I decided

to try it for another week. Then a month. Then… well I'm still doing it four years later.Before

long I was capturing great things with pictures or quick notes. I started to look for the great

things in life during the day. I found them. Every day. Well, almost every day. (We'll get to



that).While finding great things lowered my stress, just looking for great things in life lowered

my stress.After my heart attack I started exercising more. I cleaned up my diet. I lowered my

caffeine intake, cut my salt, and (sigh) cut my wine consumption.The biggest change I made,

the change that kept me away from a return trip to the cardiac wing of Bethesda North Hospital

in Cincinnati, is the drop in stress. The drop in stress comes directly from my daily practice of

listing great things.%Æ%Æ%ÆIn May 1957 Scientific American Magazine published an article “The

Reticular Formation” that discussed the brain's Reticular Activating System. I'll save you the

science, except for one experiment: Think of the color red. Tell yourself to notice the red all

around you. Now look around. Amazing how much red is around you, right?Even more

amazing is the fact that your mind will keep bringing you red things all day, unless... Unless you

tell yourself to notice green. Then the world turns green.Whatever you tell your mind to focus

on, you will get. And you'll get a lot of it. When I started listing great things I had no idea that I

was activating my brain’s Reticular Activating System. In fact I had no idea that I even had a

Reticular Activating System.But the more great things I listed, the more great things I found,

and the more great things I listed.You get to choose your focus. There are plenty of ways to

complain about why life sucks, why people with differing opinions are idiots, why some or all

politicians (depending on your point of view) are crooks and liars, why the New England

Patriots are awful (okay, that’s my opinion), etc.All of those complaints are excellent ways to

raise your stress hormones.Or… you can decide to look for the green. You can look for the

areas where life is great. You can see the value in all people, even people with differing

opinions. You can even appreciate the Patriots. (I can’t, but you can).That’s why I’m writing this

book. I want to start a movement where we focus on what’s great in life. I want to start a lower

stress movement. I want to keep one person out of the cardiac wing. I want that person to be

you.%Æ%Æ%ÆYeah, but why banana milkshakes?Shortly after my heart attack we bought a Nutri Bullet

as part of my diet cleanup.Nutri Bullets make delicious smoothies. The idea (according to the

maker of the Nutri Bullet) is to mix half fruits and half vegetables in a delicious and nutritious

smoothie.It's a great idea. Except for that whole vegetable thing.You put one kale leaf in there

and the whole thing tastes like dirt. I can tolerate spinach, but I find that spinach works best in

a salad – if I’m going with veggies, I commit.After expressing my vegetables in smoothies

frustrations with my wife, she said “What about banana milkshakes? We used to have them as

kids. We could make them with vanilla frozen yogurt and low fat milk.” I’d never heard of

banana milkshakes, but I noticed that her recipe had no vegetables in it, so I said “Let’s give it

a try.”Banana milkshakes are delicious.And they’re simple.And they’re memorable.That makes

them the essence of a great thing. It can be small, but it’s wonderful. It makes your heart happy

(especially if you use low fat frozen yogurt).%Æ%Æ%ÆThe rest of this book is broken into sections of great

things. Over time I noticed that many of the great things fell into categories. Categories like

family traditions and celebrations, vacations and other adventures.Some great things were as

small as a trip to the grocery store or a Flea Market. Some were as large as a week in the

Florida Keys or a trip to Chicago to compete for the Toastmasters World Championship of

Public Speaking - I did make it back in 2018.Sometimes the great thing was a person I met.

Sometimes it was something funny. (Or, in the case of "dad jokes" something I found

funny).Frequently it was something to do with one of our pets.And sometimes, the great thing

was someone else starting their list of great things. I hope you start a list as well. You don't

have to put the list on Social Media. You don't even need to write it down. Just think about the

great things that happened each day.That said, if you'd like to write it down, I'd love to hear

from you. If you have a great family tradition, great recipe or any other great moment that

makes life more enjoyable - send them to me on Twitter (), or shoot me an e-mail –



phil@philbarthspeaks.com.I will in turn share the greatest things on my website ()Without

further ado, here are some of the great things that happened every day.GREAT FAMILY

TRADITIONSOn the morning of July 4, 1995 I was sound asleep in bed. Beth and I were a

week or so away from being new parents. At least that's what the Doctor told us on Beth's July

3 checkup: She was due on July 9, but would probably go a little late.So it came as a bit of a

surprise when Beth woke me up at 7:00 and said "Sweetie, my water broke." I went in to turbo

mode. "Do I have time to get a shower? (Yes) Are we packed? (Nope - we were going to do it

after the cookout that day). Does your sister's idiot boyfriend have July 4 in the pool?

(Yes)".That evening, as the fireworks went off we had our first precious bundle of joy - Kenneth

John Barth. 24 years later he is a guitar playing wizard. He can also play trombone, piano,

drums (and a bunch of other instruments) but guitar is his first love.Guess I saw his guitar

abilities at a young age...GREAT THINGS… KENNY’S BIRTHDAY - JULY 4, 2016- The kids

got chicken and potato wedges from Medary's for lunch.- Beth made chicken salad for the two

of us.- Kenny and I washed down our lunch with an IPA from The Old Firehouse Brewery.- I

smoked two racks of ribs for six hours.- Beth's sister Paige and her parents came over for

Kenny's birthday dinner: Ribs, brats, metts, hot dogs, tater tots, baked beans, watermelon,

deviled eggs, hummus.- And a really good birthday cake for dessert.- Opened a howler of

raspberry ale (from The Old Firehouse Brewery).- Got a 10-minute nap in while I did the ribs.-

Got a 20-minute nap in after dinner.Kenny always has one request for his birthday dinner:

Ribs. That is a request I can live with. The great thing about having a son with a July 4 birthday

(besides the fact he gets a fireworks display every birthday): Every July 4 Jungle Jim’s has

baby back ribs on sale for about than $2.79 per lb.I like smoking ribs. (More on this in the

recipe section of the book). I have yet to note a rib smoking session that didn’t include a

nap.%Æ%Æ%ÆJoseph Craig Barth joined our family on May 23, 1998. This was roughly three weeks

before he was due. Once again, the two project managers were caught a little off guard by the

new completion date. That said, he weighed in at 8 lb 3 oz. Three weeks early was just fine.Joe

is also an incredible guitar player. He and Kenny both play in the Metal band Starless.JOE'S

BIRTHDAY - MAY 23, 2016- Joe's 18th birthday party with family and friends. - Smoked ribs,

smoked chicken (a first), hot dogs, brats and metts for the main course. - Beth's pumpkin pie

for dessert! - While I was doing the ribs I had enough time to put away the camping equipment

and take a power nap. - Happy birthday to my hilarious son Joe!Joe keeps me on my toes.

Come to think of it all my sons do. But Joe literally keeps me on my toes sometimes: From the

time at age 1 when he stood in the stroller at Kohl's to the time at age 4 when Beth's grandma

called and asked "Is your mom there?". Joe said "Yes she is!" and hung up. And then there's

the nerf dart wars... more on that later.%Æ%Æ%ÆOur last Christmas present of 2001 arrived two days

late. On December 27, Thomas Robert Barth was born.At this point, I knew the drill. We would

go to the hospital and two days later come home with a blue eyed blonde haired boy.We knew

for sure we would have a boy. I was basing the hair and eye prediction on history. Both of the

other babies were born with blonde hair and blue eyes.And sure enough, we had a boy. A

brown haired brown eyed boy. Looks just like his mom, the lucky guy.We love having a

Christmas baby. Tom gets double presents (separated by a day off). Sometimes we take Tom's

birthday party on the road. That was the case in 2018.At the time I needed one more night at a

Hilton property to move up to the next reward level for 2019.NOTE: I'm not saying the Hilton

Reward level was the reason we took the party on the road - it was just a happy

coincidence).We gave Tom a map and said “Pick something within two to three hours driving

distance (Dayton, Cincinnati, Lexington, Louisville, Columbus, Indianapolis)”. He chose

Indianapolis. I booked a room at Embassy Suites and we were all set.As a side note, Tom



lobbied hard for a longer driving distance limit (to add Chicago to the mix). After hearing about

our World Championship of Public Speaking Chicago adventure Tom put it on his bucket list.I

told him that December in Chicago might not be quite as fun as he was imagining, and a

summer trip to Chicago would be a better option. He agreed.TOM’S BIRTHDAY PARTY –

DECEMBER 27, 2018:- We drove to Indianapolis. - We stopped about ten miles from the

hotel, and it was the same exit where Beth and I used to shop - Castelton Square Mall. - Tom

found a copy of the game Munchkin Deluxe half off. - Beth found a jigsaw puzzle. - We had

liquid nitrogen created ice cream. Very cool (-321 F to be exact). - Then Beth hit Kohl’s while

Tom and I hit a game store. We bought four games. - Tom and I found some ties at Kohl’s (Two

Christmas and two Jerry Garcia). Beth found a nice sweater. - We made it to Embassy Suites

in time for Happy Hour. - Then we had dinner at Bravo. - And finally room service brownies

and ice cream. - Tom said it was the best birthday ever. That last line was the greatest of all

great things.RETURN FROM INDY – DECMEBER 28, 2018: - Hit the breakfast buffet at the

Embassy Suites. - Then we drove to Edinburgh. - We spent a little time at the outlet malls and

then we found the biggest antique mall we’ve ever seen: The Exit 76 Antique Mall ()- They

have over 5,000,000 items. - We barely put a dent into that number. - Tom can’t wait to come

back during Spring Break. - We had a late lunch at Cracker Barrel then headed home.We

spent two more days in Indy over spring break. It took us two trips to get through the entire Exit

76 Antiques Mall. The place is huge. %Æ%Æ%ÆBETH'S BIRTHDAY AT CAMP - SEPTEMBER 17, 2016-

Got to spend the day at our Boy Scout camp with Beth. - And also my troop. - We captured

some of the activities on video, including a new game. (). - I got 19,382 steps.- Beth got to go

home and sleep in the comfortable bed.- I'm sleeping in a tent.- But it is her birthday...- And it's

a perfect night for sleeping in a tent. %Æ%Æ%ÆMY BIRTHDAY – NOVEMBER 1, 2017 - I got around 300

happy birthday wishes from Facebook friends. Thanks! You're all the greatest! - Beth's knee

surgery went better than expected. - I started reading a new book on my list of 100 and it's a

good one: How Will You Measure Your Life? By Clayton Christensen. - Also got my next audio

book (from the list of 100): Zero to One by Peter Thiel. - Went on a nice run in the warm

weather. - Got all kinds of cool presents from the family: A light weight golf bag (from Beth), a

CD (from Kenny), a handmade KCup variety pack (from Joe) and a Jungle Jim's dark

chocolate bar (From Tom). - And Ebook Tops gift cards!One of the cool things about Facebook

is all the birthday wishes. Some from friends from grade school. Some from college friends.

Some from new friends. Some from Toastmasters. My goal on all of my birthday wishes is to

respond with “Thank you”. If someone took the time to wish me a happy birthday I can take the

time to say thanks. (Even if I use copy/paste to do it).%Æ%Æ%ÆOUR WEDDING ANNIVERSARY! -

OCTOBER 27, 2018 - Beth and I went to the Y in the morning.- Beth, Joe, Tommy, Beth’s sister

Paige and Beth’s parents celebrated our 28th anniversary at Red Lobster.- I had fresh caught

Mahi Mahi. - And Beth shared some shrimp with me!- After dinner stop at the Goodwill store.-

Beth found a really cool crystal angel.- And I found a football game I couldn’t live without.Every

year we have a great anniversary celebration. Even if we don't go all the way to Dunn River

Falls in Jamaica like we did on our honeymoon!%Æ%Æ%ÆTHANKSGIVING – NOVEMBER 24, 2016-

Turkey, turkey and more turkey.- Potatoes, corn, mixed veggies, stuffing and more.- And Beth

Barth's pumpkin pie - which I believe is now my favorite pie. I used to think blueberry or peach,

but my wife's pumpkin pie is awesome!- Found out that my sister in law's guide dog will give a

kiss on your mouth if you're trying to take a nap. That in itself is NOT a great thing (in fact it's a

gross thing), but having that knowledge for the future is a great thing.- But before the feast /

family / football party... we participated in the Williamsburg Hunger walk 5K.- The community

filled a 15-person van with food for the local food pantry.THANKSGIVING - NOVEMBER 23,



2017- Woke up and had LL Bean maple coffee with breakfast.- Beth and I went to the

Williamsburg Hunger Walk.- So did Jesse. He was a good boy on the walk.- My Fitbit gave me

extra credit for having a dog pulling on my arm - so Jesse was actually a very good boy. - I’ve

never had this happen before: My 10,000th step was actually a sneeze. Meanwhile...- Beth

made crock pot mac and cheese and pumpkin pies so the house smelled awesome.- We went

to Paige’s house for lunch. - And dinner.We have Thanksgiving down to a science. Beth’s sister

hosts the dinner. This works because she has the biggest TV for football watching. Beth’s

mom makes the turkey next door. We actually have a Thanksgiving Day lunch. Then we take

naps and/or watch football. Meanwhile, Beth, her mom, sisters and nieces divide up who will

get what from the individual Christmas lists.After lunch, football, naps and card games, we go

back for seconds on the turkey.But before the feast we start with the Williamsburg Hunger

Walk. We donate food then walk on the hike/bike trail for 5 kilometers.For added fun we take

our black lab Jesse on the walk and play “Guess when he’s going to poop”. The usual answer

is “right on the street”, even though the 5K walk is 4.9K on a trail and only 0.1K on a

street.%Æ%Æ%ÆBLACK FRIDAY - NOVEMBER 25, 2016- Had leftover dinner at my in laws. Turkey was

just as good as the day before. Beth's pumpkin pie was even better.- Huge Nerf war with Joe,

Kenny and Tom. Nerf darts were scattered across three floors of the house. Ambushes,

backstabbing, laughter.- Added a bigger nerf gun to my Christmas list. Oh wait - that was

supposed to be a secret. Don't tell my sons.- Went to Kohl's late - still found a bunch of great

stuff including some more Christmas gifts.This is our standard Black Friday strategy. We sleep

in, and shop online, working from the gift lists provided on Thanksgiving Day. After sleeping in

we have plenty of energy for a Nerf Dart war. And playing with dogs.
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WH Stef, “Great book!. This book definitely has started to change the way I view and think

about things. Every once in a while I'll think to myself.. What were some great things that

happened today? I just make a mental note of things whenever it pops into my mind. And it's

really helping me stay focussed on the good things in life instead of constantly wasting my

energy worrying. The book is easy to read and quite funny! I think it's important for everyone to

give it a read!”

Hamersville Bill, “good stuff. Loved the book, told my wife we had to get it because the picture

on the front looked like a young man we know. Glad we bought it.”

Sarah L. Sojos, “Great things!. I highly recommend this book! Phil uses a mixture of wit and

humor to address a topic most of us want to avoid: stress. He provides the reader with many

practical tips to reduce stress while also reminding us of the many reasons we have to be

thankful. The  humorous puns, pictures,  and poignant family memories are truly great things!”

Rachael E., “A beautiful and encouraging read!. This is such an uplifting and beautiful story of

family, laughter, and love! It allows you a glimpse into the lives of this lovely family and the

adventures they share together. It’s full of encouragement and hope, and the constant reminder

to find beauty in everyday moments. The included family photos and recipes are an added

bonus! Reading this book has become one of my own #greatthings!”

David Hollingsworth, “Great things do happen every day. You just have to look for them.. Phil

Barth is a great speaker and writer with a strong sense of humor. In this book, he shares an

optimistic message. No matter what else happens, there are great things happening every day,

all around us.”

Michael Pope Training, LLC, “Great Things Do Happen Every Day. This has been a wonderful

book to listen to. My wife and I are raising 3 boys like the author Phil Barth. The memories that

he shares are very relatable and inspiring. Phil uses great humor and wit throughout the book.

This book has me more focused on the Great Things that are happening around me. I'm not

ready to start posting about them like Phil, however, I do think about and reflect on the great

things that are happening in my life. This is a good reminder for me of the importance of finding

joy with my family, friends and of course banana milkshakes. Maybe not the banana milkshake

since I'm trying to lose weight for an upcoming vacation where I'm sure to discover a lot of

great things.”

Kim Rankin, “Love this!. This book was very enjoyable to read. Phil and I have not only our high



school years in common, but we have both raised sons, our families participate in Boy Scouts,

and we each love our families and spouses deeply. I appreciate Phil’s encouragement to find

the good things in each day. As he lists those, you get to see the rhythm and priorities in his

life. His wife, Beth, and his children are clearly at the top of that list. Reading how he found joy

in every day life caused me to do the same. I’ve read a few titles with a similar theme by

women. This book was especially refreshing from a male point of view and author. Thanks Phil

for the great read about great things!”

Donna, “A great perspective of daily life. Mr. Barth writes with humor and a positive attitude. I

now fall asleep at night thinking of my "Great Things" from the day.”

Luciana, “Very uplifting. Very uplifting! Might resonate a bit more for those who have a family

with children. Author has a good voice and it is a guaranteed improvement on a bad day”

The book by Phil Barth has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 15 people have provided feedback.
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